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ABSTRACT: Stability is one of the most important characteristics of proteins
employed as biocatalysts, biotherapeutics, and biomaterials, and the role of
computational approaches in modifying protein stability is rapidly expanding. We
have recently identiﬁed stabilizing mutations in haloalkane dehalogenase DhaA using
phylogenetic analysis but were not able to reproduce the eﬀects of these mutations
using force-ﬁeld calculations. Here we tested four diﬀerent hypotheses to explain the
molecular basis of stabilization using structural, biochemical, biophysical, and
computational analyses. We demonstrate that stabilization of DhaA by the mutations
identiﬁed using the phylogenetic analysis is driven by both entropy and enthalpy
contributions, in contrast to primarily enthalpy-driven stabilization by mutations designed by the force-ﬁeld calculations.
Comprehensive bioinformatics analysis revealed that more than half (53%) of 1 099 evolution-based stabilizing mutations
would be evaluated as destabilizing by force-ﬁeld calculations. Thermodynamic integration considers both folded and unfolded
states and can describe the entropic component of stabilization, yet it is not suitable for predictive purposes due to its high
computational demands. Altogether, our results strongly suggest that energetic calculations should be complemented by a
phylogenetic analysis in protein-stabilization endeavors.
KEYWORDS: protein stabilization, thermostability, evolutionary analysis, force-ﬁeld calculations, computational tools, entropy,
enthalpy, thermodynamic integration

■

INTRODUCTION
Proteins are used in an ever-expanding list of biotechnological
applications, ranging from household products and technical
industries, to food and animal feed, to ﬁne chemicals and
biopharmaceuticals.1 Not only do proteins provide high
speciﬁcity and activity but they also are environmentally
friendlier than typical chemical synthesis protocols. However,
their application can be hampered by limited stability because
production-line conditions, including high temperatures,
extreme pH, or the presence of organic solvents or proteases
are often far from the natural conditions for which proteins
were evolved.2 Protein engineering can be used to improve
natural proteins via directed evolution3 or computational
prediction of hotspots,4 as well as prediction of single-point5 or
multiple-point mutations.6 Recently, the computational
approaches have been increasingly applied for protein
stabilization as they allow fast and focused redesign of existing
proteins, requiring only limited resources and experimental
© XXXX American Chemical Society

eﬀort. However, some of the beneﬁcial mutations observed in
these studies were not computationally predicted to be
beneﬁcial. Thus, despite the increasing success rates of
computational methods,5−10 a deeper understanding of the
mechanistic basis for protein stability is needed to enable new
and improved algorithms for computational tools.
We recently reported a new computational method called
FireProt6 that was used to direct the development of an
improved variant of the haloalkane dehalogenase DhaA
(Supporting Information Methods). This approach searches
for mutations likely to stabilize a protein of interest via energy
calculations of potential point mutants, called “energy-based
mutations”, and via phylogenetic analysis to identify residues
that have drifted from more stable consensus sequences, called
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“evolution-based mutations”. FireProt then combines both of
these calculations using smart ﬁltering to allow the design of
highly stabilized multiple-point mutants.6 In our previous
work, we experimentally characterized a triple-point mutant,
DhaA101, containing three evolution-based mutations selected
following the back-to-consensus approach. Even though the
impact of these mutations had been predicted by various
computational tools as destabilizing, neutral, or slightly
stabilizing at best, the triple-point mutant displayed apparent
melting temperature eight degrees higher than the wild type.
Here we explore potential explanations for the discrepancy
between our computational and experimental data through
consideration of multiple hypotheses, including (H1) failed
stability prediction due to incorrect modeling of the evolutionbased mutations by the energy-based approach, (H2)
unanticipated stabilization due to changes in the oligomeric
state, (H3) changes in formation of protein−ligand complexes,
and (H4) entropy-driven stabilization (Figure 1). To

mutations with additional beneﬁcial features, such as increased
activity,11 as we have also observed.

■

RESULTS
Deconstructing Contributions to DhaA101 Stability.
We ﬁrst constructed the single-point mutants corresponding to
the three mutations in DhaA101 to determine whether the
triple-point mutant might have unique properties that would
explain the observed stabilization. Each of the single mutations
had previously been predicted to be mildly stabilizing at best
by FoldX;6 additional calculations using various force ﬁelds
showed that these approaches consistently failed to reproduce
the stabilizing eﬀects of the combined mutations (Table S1).
To determine whether individual mutations might display a
diﬀerent outcome from their combination, we followed protein
unfolding upon thermal denaturation of the single-point
mutants by diﬀerential scanning calorimetry (DSC), previously
shown to be an appropriate method for this purpose.12,13 In
contrast to force-ﬁeld calculations, DSC data showed
stabilization for two of three evolution-based mutants (Table
1). These data thus conﬁrmed that the prediction failure is
already occurring at the level of the individual mutations,
encouraging us to undertake more detailed investigations of
these sites and their contributions in the structure−function
relationships of DhaA101.
Correctly Predicted Tertiary Structure of DhaA101.
To test the ﬁrst hypothesis that incorrect modeling of the
mutant structure led to the misassignment of the roles of the
three evolution-based mutations, we determined the crystal
structure of DhaA101 to look for unpredicted changes in the
backbone and side-chain orientations (Figure 2a). The
structure of DhaA101 was solved to the resolution of 0.99 Å
by molecular replacement (Table S2). The search model used
for the structure determination was DhaA14 (PDB ID
3G9X).14 The ﬁnal structural model contains residues 4−296
and shows that the enzyme exists as a monomer in the crystal.
The overall structure of DhaA101 resembles that of DhaAwt,
namely, the typical α/β hydrolase core domain and a helical
cap domain. Circular dichroism (CD) spectra also indicated no
secondary structure changes of the mutants.6
On the basis of the superimposition of the crystal structures
and the Rosetta predicted structure of DhaA101, it was clear
that the mutations do not induce signiﬁcant changes in the
protein’s backbone and that the mutant’s backbone was thus
correctly modeled (Figure 2c). The RMSD values of the
backbone atoms for the overlap of both crystal structures and
the overlay of both DhaA101 structures are 0.104 and 0.152 Å,
respectively. Comparison of the modeled and crystal structures
of DhaA101 further reveals that two of three mutations (E20S
and A155P) were correctly predicted (Figure 2d and e). Only
the side chain of the newly introduced arginine (F80R) was
partially misplaced in the model (Figure 2f). The Cζ−Cζ
distance d between the new Arg and the naturally present
Arg204 in the model was 6.6 Å, while in the determined
structure these are stacked closely together, with a Cζ−Cζ
distance of only 3.8 Å. In addition, the angle between the
planes formed by the guanidinium groups of these arginines
(θ) is 35.1° in the crystal structure compared to 52.3° in the
modeled structure. Hence, the geometry of the arginine pair
observed in the crystal structure is close to parallel (d ≤ 4.0 Å
but not θ ≤ 30°),15 whereas that in the model is neither
parallel nor perpendicular (neither 60° ≤ θ ≤ 90° nor 5.0 Å ≤
d ≤ 6.0 Å).15 The repulsions between the two positively

Figure 1. Overview of studied haloalkane dehalogenase DhaA variants
and schematic representation of diﬀerent working hypotheses (H1−
H4). DhaA101 contains three evolution-based mutations predicted by
phylogenetic analysis, DhaA112 contains eight energy-based mutations predicted by force-ﬁeld calculations, and DhaA115 combines all
11 mutations.

investigate these hypotheses, we have determined the crystal
structure of DhaA101 and examined the biophysical properties
of this protein variant and its deconstructed single-point
mutants. Additionally, more accurate molecular-modeling
approaches were applied to perform free-energy predictions
to explore the role of nonproteinaceous components in the
studied system. Overall, our data highlight the strong added
value of computational tools, such as FireProt, which combine
energy-based force-ﬁeld calculations with evolutionary analysis.6 This combination indirectly considers both enthalpic and
entropic factors for protein stabilization, allowing larger
stability improvements in contrast to cases where only forceﬁeld calculations are applied, naturally biasing predictions
toward the enthalpy changes. Moreover, evolution-based
methods have a good potential to uncover stabilizing
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Table 1. Stability and Functional Characteristics of the DhaA Variants
variant

Tmb (°C)

mutations

a
DhaAwt
evolution-based triple-point variantd
DhaA101
E20S + F80R + A155P
evolution-based single-point variantsd
DhaA123
E20S
DhaA124
F80R
DhaA125
A155P
energy-based multiple-point variante
DhaA112
C128F + T148L + A172I + C176F + D198W + V219W + C262L + D266F
combined multiple-point variantd,e
DhaA115
E20S + F80R + C128F + T148L + A155P + A172I + C176F + D198W + V219W
+ C262L + D266F
DhaA115
monomer
DhaA115 dimer

ΔTmb (°C)

speciﬁc activityc
(nmol·s−1·mg−1)

50.4 ± 0.5

a

18.0 ± 0.1

58.4 ± 0.2

+8.0

49.3 ± 0.6

57.6 ± 0.2
49.9 ± 0.3
51.5 ± 0.2

+7.2
−0.5
+1.1

26.7 ± 0.5
27.3 ± 1.3
25.1 ± 1.3

65.1 ± 0.1

+14.7

5.5 ± 0.1

73.5 ± 0.1
73.4 ± 0.1

+23.1
+23.0

5.6 ± 0.1
ND

73.4 ± 0.1

+23.0

ND

Not applicable. bDetermined by diﬀerential scanning calorimetry. cActivity determined with 1-iodohexane at 37 °C and pH 8.6. dDesigned based
on phylogenetic analysis.6 eDesigned based on force-ﬁeld calculations;6 Tm, apparent thermal transition midpoint or melting temperature; ND, not
determined.
a

signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the regions with the highest density of
sodium ions compared to the wild type (Figure 3a) and the
evolution-based triple-point mutant DhaA101 (Figure 3c),
over the entire simulations. Deconvoluted single-point mutants
were also analyzed and MD trajectories revealed signiﬁcant
diﬀerences due to E20S and F80R mutations (Figure 3b and
c), whereas no changes where observed for the third mutation
(A155P). The largest change in sodium ion density was
observed for the E20S mutation, which had high sodium ion
density around the wild type glutamate, but which was strongly
reduced in the presence of the serine mutation, even showing a
long-distance inﬂuence. Similarly, the introduced positive
charge of F80R also signiﬁcantly reduced the high density of
sodium ions in its region (Figure 3c). On the other hand, the
occupancy of the chloride ions is much more dispersed than
that of sodium ions. Despite a slight chloride ion density
increase around the R80 residue in the mutant, this eﬀect is
negligible compared to the eﬀect of sodium ion density. These
observations were corroborated by the radial distribution
functions of the ions around the proteins (Figure S2) and
suggest that the diﬀerent interactions with the sodium ions in
solution might be related to the observed stabilization. DSC
thermograms were, therefore, also determined at increasing
concentrations of sodium chloride. The results obtained did
not reveal any clear dependence of the stability of those
proteins on the ion concentrations (Table S3), thus rejecting
this hypothesis.
Partial Oligomerization That Does Not Inﬂuence
Stability. Our initial energetic calculations on the evolutionbased mutations were carried out using monomeric structures.
However, if the introduced mutations at the surface of the
protein are involved in the formation of multimeric structures,
then our energetic predictions using monomers could be
misleading. Therefore, we examined the oligomeric state of
DhaA101 as well as two mutants that contained eight energybased mutations: (i) DhaA112 designed by the energy-based
protocol of the FireProt tool6 and (ii) DhaA115 combining
three evolution-based and eight energy-based mutations
(Table 1). Analysis by native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis demonstrated that the mutants were mainly present as
monomers, although a limited amount of higher-order
oligomer formation was also observed (Figure S3a). The

charged side chains of the arginines are most likely the reason
for the partially incorrect positioning of the newly introduced
arginine side chain in the model (Figure 2f). We concluded
that the modeled and crystal structures showed an overall very
good agreement, suggesting that the source of the discrepancy
must lay elsewhere. Determination of the crystal structures of
the individual mutants would likely not reveal any additional
valuable information for our study. Therefore, we decided to
focus on the other hypotheses.
Ligands and Ions That Do Not Impact Protein
Stability. While examining the crystal structure of DhaA101,
we further noted strong electron density for potential ligands
in the active site and at two positions on the protein surface.
Three ligands were subsequently modeled in the structure of
DhaA101 (Figure 2a). The ligand bound in the enzyme active
site was interpreted as 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid
(MES) and occupies two alternative conformations A and B
with occupancies of 0.6 and 0.4, respectively (Figure 2b). The
MES position in the active site is stabilized by interactions with
the halide-stabilizing amino acids (Trp107 and Asn41),
nucleophile (Asp106), and Phe149. Phe149 adopts two
diﬀerent conformations depending on the conformations of
MES in the enzyme active site. Both ligands located on the
protein surface were identiﬁed as di(hydroxyethyl)ether
(PEG), designated as PEG1 and PEG2 (Figure S1). The
cocrystallization of these ligands with DhaA101 could play a
role in stabilizing the protein if these molecules were bound by
DhaA101 more generally. However, all three ligands were
components of the crystallization solution and not present in
the buﬀers used for the activity and thermostability assays,
suggesting they are non-native and highly unlikely to inﬂuence
the observed stability.
Broadening our consideration of small molecules that might
inﬂuence protein stability further, we noted that solvated ions
had not been taken into account during our initial force-ﬁeld
calculations and could potentially be relevant factors that
inﬂuence protein stability.16 Indeed, the distribution of the
charges on the protein surface is a crucial determinant of
protein−ion interactions. E20S and F80R mutations removed
a negative surface charge and introduced a positive surface
charge, respectively. The occupancy of cations calculated for
200-ns-long molecular dynamics (MD) simulations revealed
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ruled out oligomerization as the source of the computational
mismatch.
Calorimetry Identiﬁcation of Changes in Entropy of
Evolution-Based Mutants. Finally, we have carried out the
analysis of calorimetric data to investigate the potential role of
entropy in the stabilization. The deconvolution of the DSC
data allowed the determination of the apparent melting
temperature (Tm) and the calorimetric enthalpy change
(ΔHcal) of each variant (Figure 4). The introduction of the
energy-based mutations (DhaA112) to the wild type
substantially increased both the ΔHcal and Tm, as indicated
by an increased area under the DSC thermogram peak and its
shift to higher temperatures, respectively (Figure 4a), and thus
serves as a positive control for enthalpic stabilization. The
introduction of the evolution-based mutations (DhaA101),
however, had only a minor eﬀect on the area under the peak
while still shifting it to higher temperatures. Combination of
the two sets of mutations (DhaA115) resulted in the
combination of the observed eﬀects, i.e., further increase in
Tm with the change in ΔHcal similar to that of the energy-based
mutations alone (DhaA112). A similar picture appears when
analyzing the thermograms of single- and double-point
precursors of DhaA101: a mixed direction of changes in Tm
and enthalpy diﬀerences was observed upon the introduction
of the corresponding mutations (Figures 4b and S4). These
observations illustrate that changes in Tm induced by
evolutionary mutations are poorly correlated with the
corresponding changes in experimentally obtained enthalpy,
which is in strong contrast to energy-based mutations. These
observations imply a signiﬁcant role of entropy for the
evolution-based mutations.
Calculation of the entropy change from DSC thermograms
is diﬃcult. Privalov and Dragan suggested using the Kirchhoﬀ’s
relation ∂ΔH/∂T = ΔCp and ∂ΔS/∂T = ΔCp/T, where ΔCp
stands for the diﬀerence between the heat capacities of the
folded and unfolded protein states.17 Following their
procedure, we calculated the apparent entropy changes
(ΔScal) by integration of the melting curves (Figure S4). The
evolutionary-based mutations decrease ΔScal (DhaAwt versus
DhaA101; DhaA112 versus DhaA115), whereas an increase in
ΔScal is observed upon introduction of the energy-based
mutations as expected due to the common enthalpy−entropy
compensation18 (DhaAwt versus DhaA112; DhaA101 versus
DhaA115). Thus, the result of the direct integration of the
DSC curves supports our conclusions regarding the role of
entropy in the stabilization of DhaA by the evolution-based
mutations. Nevertheless, the calculated values of the entropy
changes are only approximates because we noted a signiﬁcant
sensitivity of the method17 to the baseline and peak border
determination, as well as diﬀerent degrees of reversibility. A
small decrease in reversibility of unfolding was observed after
introduction of the evolutionary-based mutations (86% for
DhaAwt and 65% for DhaA101), whereas a more signiﬁcant
decrease in reversibility was observed upon introduction of the
energy-based mutations (<20% for DhaA112 and DhaA115).
Computational Thermodynamic Integration Accounting for Entropic Stabilization. In an attempt to
describe the thermal stabilization observed in the single-point
mutants, we have performed alchemical free-energy calculations19 based on molecular-dynamics simulations. The
morphing of one amino acid into the other was carried out
gradually by coupling the Hamiltonians of the two states by a
coupling parameter and performing equilibrium simulations at

Figure 2. Crystal structure of DhaA101. (a) Overall structure of
DhaA101 (PDB ID 5FLK) shown in cartoon representation and the
three ligands identiﬁed in the crystal structure shown as sticks. (b)
Expanded view of the DhaA101 active site. 2Fo-Fc electron density
map contoured at 1σ is shown for the active site residues with bound
2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES) ligand. The residues of
catalytic pentad and MES are represented as sticks. Two alternative
conformations of MES and Phe149 illustrate how the side chain
aﬀects binding modes of MES inside the active site. (c−f)
Comparison of the crystal structure of DhaA101 with the crystal
structure of DhaAwt and the theoretical model of DhaA101. (c)
Superimposition of the crystal structures of DhaAwt (PDB ID 4E46)
and DhaA101 (PDB ID 5FLK). The root-mean-square deviation
(RMSD) of the alignment of the crystal structures is 0.104 Å. The Cα
of mutations are represented as magenta spheres. (d−f) Expanded
view of the overlays of the introduced mutations E20S (d), A155P
(e), and F80R (f) and their close surroundings. (c−f) The crystal
structure of DhaAwt is given in gray with the respective mutated
residues in magenta sticks. The modeled and crystal structures of
DhaA101 are shown in dark blue and cyan, respectively. The mutated
and interacting residues are shown in sticks.

dimeric form of DhaA101 was not present in suﬃcient
quantities to allow isolation, but the dimeric and monomeric
forms of DhaA115 were successfully separated by gel
permeation chromatography, as was conﬁrmed by native
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (Figure S3b and c). The
lack of a rapid equilibrium between the monomeric and
oligomeric states allowed the DSC analysis of the separated
monomer and dimer fractions to determine whether the minor
dimer population (∼8%) was skewing the observed melting
temperature (Figure S3b). Stability analysis of the separated
monomer and dimer fractions via DSC revealed the same
melting temperatures for the diﬀerent oligomerization states
(Table 1). For the DhaA115 dimer, small additional heat
capacity was observed before the main peak, most likely
resulting from dimer dissociation (Figure S3d). Therefore, we
9423
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Figure 3. Occupancy density of sodium ions over molecular dynamics simulations with DhaAwt and two DhaA variants. Ion densities displayed
above the structures of DhaAwt (a), the single-point mutant DhaA123 (E20S) mutant (b), and the triple mutant DhaA101 (E20S + F80R +
A155P) (c). The blue occupancy surfaces correspond to the 0.025 isovalue, and the cyan ones correspond to the 0.005 isovalue.

Figure 4. Thermostability analysis of DhaA variants. (a) Calorimetric curves of DhaA variants show increasing apparent melting temperatures (Tm,
marked with ⧫) upon introduction of evolutionary (red), energy-based mutations (green), and their combination (purple) compared to the wild
type (blue). The area under the calorimetric curve, corresponding to calorimetric enthalpy (ΔHcal), is large for variants containing energy-based
mutations and comparable to the wild type in the case of DhaA101, which carries evolutionary-based mutations. (b) ΔHcal calculated via
integration of the peak area under the DSC thermograms using linear baseline subtraction versus Tm for single- and double-point evolutionary
variants. Although the single-point mutants demonstrate mixed eﬀects in terms of enthalpy changes, the double-point variants follow the pattern of
DhaA101: an increase in melting temperatures with minor increase or even decrease of enthalpy change as compared to the wild type. The wild
type Tm level is indicated by the dotted red line.

each intermediate state. The free-energy diﬀerences between
the intermediate states were summed up to yield the freeenergy diﬀerence between the physical end states20 (Table S6
and Figure S8). The diﬀerence in stability between native
DhaA and the mutant with the charge-conserving mutation
A155P shows essentially no temperature dependence. To
explain the failure of all computational methods in predicting
the stabilizing eﬀect of the A155P mutation, we speculate that
the key reason may lie in the existence of an intermediate state,
which contributes to reshape the energy landscape of unfolding
in ways that were not modeled in this work. The other two
mutations were predicted to be stabilizing by thermodynamic
integration (TI), with the E20S mutant being signiﬁcantly
more stable, which corresponds well with the experimental Tm
value. This mutation displays a signiﬁcant temperature
dependence of the ΔΔG values. The strongest stabilization
eﬀect is predicted at 300 K, and then ΔΔG increases at 325 K
(Figure S8). Although the values for this mutant have large
uncertainties, the trends suggest that at lower temperatures the
stabilization was dominated by entropy, but at higher

temperatures the enthalpy contribution plays a more important
role, which is again in good agreement with the experimental
results described earlier.
Evolutionary Analysis during Protein Stabilization.
Back-to-consensus analysis is a well-established evolutionary
method frequently used for protein stabilization.21−26 To
explore the relationships between back-to-consensus analysis
and force-ﬁeld-based calculations, we have studied 103 unique
protein structures available in the ProTherm27 and the
HotMuSiC28 data sets and carried out parallel back-toconsensus analysis and energetic evaluation using Rosetta.
To construct the back-to-consensus data set, BLASTp search
with the e-value 10−12 was used for collection of homologous
sequences with at least 35% identity. Sequences were clustered
by CD-HIT at 90% identity threshold, and the sequences
showing the identity >90% were ﬁltered out. Maximum of 200
sequences were randomly selected for the construction of the
alignment. Back-to-consensus mutations were identiﬁed in the
alignment by both simple consensus and frequency ratio
approaches. For the validation set, only the records with Gibbs
9424
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free energies changes of folding <−0.5 kcal·mol−1 and >0.5
kcal·mol−1 were included, omitting neutral mutations and in
this way increasing the reliability of the analysis. In total, we
have extracted 1 328 mutations, from which 256 (19.3%)
mutations were stabilizing and 1 072 (80.7%) mutations were
destabilizing. A total number of 1 099 potentially stabilizing
mutations was identiﬁed for these 103 proteins by back-toconsensus analysis, from which 515 (46.9%) were predicted as
stabilizing by the energy-based approach, while in more than
half of the cases (53.1%), the back-to-consensus and force-ﬁeld
methods disagreed in the identiﬁcation of the stabilizing
mutations (Table S7). The experimental and back-toconsensus data sets have overlapped in nine of the cases.
While all nine mutations were correctly assigned as stabilizing
by the evolutionary analysis, only six of the mutations were
predicted as stabilizing by the force-ﬁeld calculations. This
bioinformatics analysis highlights the complementary information derived from the energy-based and evolution-based
analyses.

varying salt concentrations did not reveal any clear relationship
between stability and altered ion concentrations. We can thus
conclude that the evolution-inspired stabilization does not
result from the binding of ligands or ions to the protein
structures.
In our last hypothesis, we have considered that the
evolution-based mutations caused changes in the protein
entropy of unfolding. One of the downsides of the energybased prediction methods is that the calculations of the
variation of the Gibbs free energy (ΔΔG) are primarily based
on the enthalpic components, whereas the entropic eﬀects are
diﬃcult to calculate29 and are generally approximated or
neglected,30 often resulting in incorrect predictions of entropydriven mutations.6 The entropic eﬀects require extensive
conformational sampling, while tested computational methods
work well for rigid systems that involve changes in an enthalpic
term. Hence, we compared the calorimetric enthalpy levels of
the diﬀerent DhaA variants. It is clear from the data that the
evolutionary-based mutations have only limited eﬀect on the
enthalpy diﬀerence, whereas the energy-based mutations
clearly show enthalpy-driven stabilization. This suggests an
entropic nature of the stabilization due to the mutations
inferred by phylogenetic analysis. Although approximate,
entropy calculations revealed that the entropy change curves
vary in both the respective position and the slope for the
evolutionary triple mutant. Moreover, DhaA variants with
single- and double-point evolutionary mutations also showed a
more pronounced entropy-related eﬀect as compared to the
energy-based mutants.
The entropy-change curves of the energy-based and
combined mutants were shifted to higher values compared to
the wild type, which is in agreement with the enthalpy−
entropy compensation.31 Nonetheless, accurate estimation of
the entropy of large systems currently remains very
challenging, and the results can be biased by available
sampling.29 TI was the computational method providing the
most consistent result with the experimental observations.
However, recent large-scale screening studies show that,
especially for charge-changing mutations, the predictive
capabilities of alchemical free-energy simulations are less
reliable.32,33 For complex systems such as the one studied here,
the results are most likely inﬂuenced by both sampling issues
and force-ﬁeld bias. Implementations of alchemical transformations making use of graphics processing units34 will
greatly enhance the accessible time scales of MD simulations.
While this reduces the sampling problem in free-energy
simulations, the reduction of the force-ﬁeld bias remains a
topic of active research in the coming years, making these
calculations demanding if several force ﬁelds are to be probed.
Moreover, thermodynamic stability (as probed by TI) and
thermal stability (as probed by DSC) might not always be
directly correlated.35,36 Therefore, the fact that TI was yet
unable to predict the stabilization observed for the A155P
mutation provides striking evidence of the power of the
evolutionary-inspired methods as valuable complementary
tools to the energy-based methods for predicting protein
stabilization.
It is also worth noting that one more factor is desirable in
computational analysesa detailed (un)folding pathway. On
the one hand, intermediates on unfolding pathways that may
change upon adding mutations may aﬀect observed thermodynamic stability.37−39 On the other hand, analysis of transition
states may shed light on the changes to energy barriers

■

DISCUSSION
Our combined structural, biophysical, and computational
analysis allowed resolution of the factors that led to the failure
of our energy-based calculations to predict the outcome of
evolution-based mutations. The ﬁrst hypothesisthat the
mutant structure was incorrectly modeledwas ruled out by
good agreement between the model and crystal structure of
both the protein backbone and the positions of the E20S and
A155P side chains. Only the side chain from the newly
introduced arginine (F80R) was partially incorrectly positioned in the model, most likely due to prediction of a
repulsive interaction between the new arginine R80 and the
neighboring R204. We can conclude that the modeled
structure resembled the crystal structure well and that the
minor diﬀerences observed cannot explain the incorrect forceﬁeld predictions.
Our second hypothesisthat oligomerization was inﬂuencing stabilitycan also be ruled out. We do observe a small
fraction of oligomeric protein, presumably because the change
in surface charge of the more stable variants could remove
potential repulsive interaction between monomers that prevent
the wild type from oligomerization. However, the thermostability analysis of the isolated dimer and monomer fractions
of DhaA115 revealed no improved stability due to dimerization. The small additional heat-capacity peak observed for the
DhaA115 dimer most likely results from dimer dissociation.
Because only a limited fraction (<8%) of the protein was
present as dimers in the original sample, the heat-capacity
eﬀect of the dimer fraction is insigniﬁcant.
Similarly, we are able to discard our third hypothesisthat
the interaction between the mutant protein and ligands or
other ions altered the stability in an unpredictable way.
Because the energy-based calculations were performed in the
absence of any small molecules, it was possible that signiﬁcant
interactions could have been missed in the modeling. Indeed,
we identiﬁed electron density of ligands on the protein surface
and in the active-site cavity of the crystal structure of
DhaA101. However, all three molecules originate from the
crystallization buﬀer and therefore are not present in the
samples analyzed for stability by DSC. Therefore, the
stabilizing eﬀect of these ligands can be omitted. While the
modeling revealed potential diﬀerences in the interactions of
ions with the mutant constructed, DSC experiments with
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separating native and denatured conformations and reﬂecting
kinetic stability, which is of particular interest when protein
denaturation is irreversible.39−41 Such activation free-energy
changes (ΔΔG‡) can similarly be decomposed into enthalpy
and entropy contributions, as well as structure-unfolding and
solvation-barrier terms.42,43 In our case, unfolding of DhaAwt
proceeds via intermediate state followed by an irreversible
step.44 However, because the ﬁrst step is reversible and
contributes the most to the observed calorimetry signal in both
DhaAwt and DhaA101 cases, our conclusions about the eﬀects
of the evolutionary-based mutations seem robust in this
respect. The dramatic decrease in reversibility caused by the
energy-based mutations indicates that the irreversible step
becomes rate-limiting for unfolding of DhaA112 and
DhaA115. Sanchez-Ruiz characterized this scenario as “global
unfolding”, in which the mutation eﬀects on thermodynamic
stability immediately aﬀect kinetic stability.41

atoms of the mutated residues over the MD simulations;
relative free-energy diﬀerences for the evolutionary
single mutants; protein stability predictions of the
mutations identiﬁed by the back-to-consensus analysis
and evaluated by Rosetta; expanded view of two PEG
molecules in the crystal structure of DhaA101; radial
distribution function, RDF(r), of the Na+ and Cl− ions
and water around the protein for DhaAwt and the
mutants that introduced a change of charge; analysis of
oligomer formation of DhaA variants and thermostability analysis of DhaA115 oligomers; entropy diﬀerences of DhaA variants; thermostability analysis of DhaA
evolutionary-based single- and double-point variants;
ﬂexibility of DhaAwt and the single mutants during the
MD simulations; water-oxygen density maps relative to
the bulk solvent obtained with GIST analysis for
DhaAwt and the single-point mutants; temperature
dependence of relative free-energy diﬀerences obtained
from TI for the single mutants (PDF)
Dataset statistics, experimental data set, and back-toconsensus data set (XLSX)

■

CONCLUSIONS
In this Article, we report the thorough analysis of the
evolutionary mutations of the haloalkane dehalogenase DhaA
identiﬁed by FireProt.6 Evolution-based mutations can be
challenging to explain because natural selection can be
inﬂuenced by a diverse set of parameters, including stability
and biological function, as well as accessibility of native states
and folding pathways. 11 Thus, we embarked on this
mechanistic study to understand the basis for the incorrect
predictions of several evolution-based mutations as destabilizing by the force-ﬁeld calculations. Experimental proof of the
entropic contribution to the stabilizing eﬀect of these
mutations shows the incompleteness of the current force-ﬁelds
methods, especially with respect to the entropic eﬀects. Indeed,
several examples of entropic stabilization are known for speciﬁc
substitutions, e.g., G to A,45 X to P,45 and R to K,46 but their
eﬀects remain hard to predict computationally.29 It also shows
that protein stabilization can be achieved via both enthalpy and
entropy changes, while the latter can only be predicted via
evolutionary approaches or extremely computationally demanding calculations. This observation argues for mutual
complementarity of the evolution-based and energy-based
approaches and their parallel use for stability predictions as in
FireProt.6 Including the entropic term in the ΔΔG predictions
by the molecular mechanics combined with the generalized
Born and surface area continuum solvation method did not
lead to signiﬁcant improvement of the stabilization predictions.
Understanding mutations stabilizing proteins primarily by
entropic contributions could lead to improvements of the
protein design methods, such as FoldX,7 Rosetta,8 ERIS,9 or
CUPSAT;10 toward that end, we put forward the mutants
described in this work as suitable case systems for future
development of improved predictive techniques.

■

Accession Codes

The reﬁned model of DhaA101 and its corresponding atomic
coordinates and experimental structure factors were deposited
in the database under Protein Data Bank (PDB) code 5FLK.
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